Thursday November 03, 2011
Concurrent Session B - 10:00 - 10:50 AM
Room # 116

10:00 - 10:15  Institute of Noetic Sciences  
Douglas Bonar  
A Center for Wellness

10:15 - 10:30  Beyond Academia: Institutionalizing Social Justice on Main Street  
Amy Kedron  
Buffalo First  (Nonprofit)

10:30 – 10:45  Integral Investing  
Stuart Valentine  
IPAM, Sustainable Living Coalition

Room # 117

10:00 - 10:15  Impact Investing - An Introduction  
Christine LeViseur Mendonca  
Shore to Shore Advisory, LLC

10:15 - 10:30  Ecosystems, Economics, and Education Applied: EcoBuild Systems  
Bryan Roberts  
EcoBuild Systems

10:30 – 10:45  After the Disaster—Now What?  
Jan France  
America's Disaster Relief

Room # 119

10:00 - 10:15  Notes from a Permaculture Novice: Awakening to the Hidden Obvious  
Bob Abbenzeller  
Plant City Community Gardens

10:15 - 10:30  Expanding Worldviews - “If we don’t believe it, can we see it”?  
Jan Johnson  
Institute of Noetic Science

10:30 – 10:45  Financial Permaculture: Banking on Each Other in a Community Skills Exchange  
Marie Nelson  
The Connection Partners, Inc.

Room # 120

10:00 - 10:15  Pulsing Paradigm: A Key to Understanding a Sustainable Future  
Seungjun Lee  
University of Florida

10:15 - 10:30  Educating Microcosmic Symbiosis for Macrocosmic Symbiosis  
Eric Haas  
Conscious Consumers Network  
(Symbiosis Equals Sustainability in Ecosystems & Economies)

10:30 – 10:45  Climate Change and a Changing Economic Climate: Can Environmental Virtue Education Resolve Conflicts of Economic and Ecological Interests  
Shane Epting  
University of North Texas

Room # 101 (Main Room)
Panel Discussion I (Host: Hillsborough Community College)  
9:15 - 10:30 AM (Moderator: Ginger Clark)
Unraveling the Green Jobs Mystery: Using Sustainable Practices to Grow Regional Economies and Stimulate Workforce Demand